VENDING
A VERY JUICY BUSINESS
Freshly squeezed juice, natural and refreshing,
any time, any place.
Zumex Vending is the ultimate in vending
machines offering a perfect solution for indoor
locations such as: airports, train stations, fitness
clubs and schools.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

*All information on hand

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
SERVICE NUMBER
SERVICE TIME
SERVICE LEVEL
JUICE TEMPERATURE
DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)
NET WEIGHT
ORANGE FEEDER
CAPACITY

110 - 120 juices
20-50 sec.
Adjustable 170 or 190 ml
Adjustable 7-16ºC
95 x 79 x 183 cm ı 3713/32’’ x 317/64’’ x 723/64”
260 kg ı 573 lb

POWER

1450 W ı 1.94 HP
220 V ı 60 Hz / 230 V ı 50 Hz
R134 gas (Does not damage the Ozone layer)

VOLTAGE
COOLER SYSTEM

50 kg ı 110 lb

Elegant design and attractive to the consumer.
Back-lit customizable front.
Available with 1 or 2 windows; the first window
allows the user to see the natural fruit. The second
one shows the squeezing process.
Special squeezing system installed on rails. Thus
handling during cleaning and maintenance is easier
and faster. Equipped with ASP antibacterial system.
Full cold system: feeder, squeezing system, glass
holder and waste area, are completely refrigerated.
2 programmable service modes, programming
orange number or juice level:
By orange number: the operator programs
the juice service with a number of oranges
for each service.
By cup level: the operator programs the
juice service with an intelligent filling
system so that the cup has always the same
juice level. Adjustable level: 170 or 190 ml.
Latest generation CPU:
Prepared for the installation of MDB
payment systems (coin and note acceptors,
and cashless systems). ‘Plug & Play’
installation.
Remote control: with the optional
Communication Kit the operator can
send an SMS to check the machine status;
(temperature, service number, takings).
Self-cleaning system*:
By time: In this way the machine is always
ready at the beginning and at the end of
the day (simply set the time to activate
cleaning).
By juice services: To maintain the machine
completely clean when the juice service
number is high, regardless of the time,
you can program the self-cleaning after a
specific number of services.
Manual cleaning system*: It allows you to
complement the self-cleaning system with
occasional in depth cleaning done by the operator.
The machine integrates a flexible hose and spray
nozzle to reach the dirtier areas.
*The cleaning system is self contained and doesn’t
need a water inlet. It is composed of two reservoirs:
one for clean water and the other for sewage.
Large capacity waste bin with handle and wheels.
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